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Woody Biomass Harvesting Guidelines for 
Forest Lands and Brushlands in Minnesota

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I would like to introduce you to Minnesota’s Woody Biomass Guidelines, talk a bit about why we created these guidelines,  the guideline development process, who developed them etc….Then I would like to focus on some of the guidelines themselves – specifically - biodiversity and soil productivity impacts and guidelines that address these issues.



2005 MN legislation

Expanded the definition of “farm-
grown closed-loop biomass” that 
public utilities seeking to fulfill the 
state’s Biomass Mandate must 
meet, to include “sustainably 
managed woody biomass”

Legislation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biomass mandate (state statute_____) has been in effect since ______.  As result certain utilities (Excel) must produce ____% or amount of electricity from biomass.  Statue at the time address “farm grown closed loop” which did not include forest residue or woody biomass as result of brushland management.In order to facilitate a power purchase agreement between Excel energy and LEA, (LEA would produce electricity generated from woody biomass and sell to Excel to satisfy part of biomass mandate) statute was modified to include “Sustainably managed woody biomass”



2005 MN legislation

Upland and Lowland brush harvested as 
part of brushland habitat management

Logging slash or residue created by 
timber harvest, TSI, fuel management, or 
insect & disease control or treatments

“Sustainably Managed Woody 
Biomass” includes:

Legislation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also included woody biomass generated as a result of ROW clearing, but we did not address this in our guideline development process



2005 MN legislation

DNR & MFRC must develop guidelines or 
best management practices for harvest of 
“sustainably managed woody biomass”

Strongly encouraged the University of 
Minnesota to conduct research (literature 
review) addressing potential ecological 
impacts of woody biomass harvesting

Legislation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DNR for brushlands and MFRC for forest management residue



DNR & MFRC assembled a technical 
committee to produce guidelines 
under the direction of the MFRC

Science based
Consensus based
Collaborative process 

Representation from state, county and 
federal land management agencies, 
industry, academics and research

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborative Process



Scope of The Guidelines

Site–level guidelines 
Address the sustainable harvest of woody 
biomass while protecting the soil, water, 
wildlife habitat and biodiversity
Address the harvest of woody biomass, not 
traditional “round wood” harvest
Not address agro-forestry

Intended audience includes: equipment 
operators, contractors, biomass procurement 
agents, loggers, natural resource managers and 
landowners

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define or expand on what Site-Level means… These guidelines apply to a specific site, not landscape wide.  Review the first part of site-level guidelines for the expanded version of what Site-Level means Address the sustainable harvest of woody biomass while protecting the soil, water, wildlife habitat and biodiversity that are essential to a healthy and sustainable ecosystem



Timeline
First Committee meeting April 2006
Draft guidelines completed Jan. 2007
Peer Review completed Feb. 2007

BCG met and made improvements
Public Review completed March 2007

BCG met and made improvements
Final draft approved (with modifications) by MFRC 
on May 16, 2007
Guidelines printed January 2008

Implementation Training started Spring of 2008
Monitoring may be conducted with forest 
management guideline monitoring 

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Skip this if time is short.. It is not that important simply gives a time reference and demonstrates that these are new guidelines.Training in 2008 includes:Logger conferences in May in Bemidji and Tower.  Several workshops held throughout the state during the summer and fall of 2008.  Also there is an on-line version of the biomass harvesting guidelines training session available through the MLEP website.Monitoring:  Although we are doing guideline monitoring this year we are only doing a limited amount of biomass guideline monitoring due to budget constraints and the new electronic database being already developed.



Final Product
Two Documents

Biomass Harvesting on Forest
Management Sites in Minnesota
Woody Biomass Harvesting on Brushlands 
and Open Lands in Minnesota

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight the connection to the Existing gold standard.  Now that biomass guidelines are part of this book the other guidelines within the gold standard apply to biomass operations as well such as the General guidelines (water quality, Riparian Zone management, leave tree guidelines…) also if you need to construct an access road to your biomass harvest site then the Forest Roads chapter applies, or if biomass harvest is related to a timber harvest then the Timber Harvest chapter applies……



Let’s Look some Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to go over some of the main guidelines (certainly not all of them) –focusing on the forest management site guidelines but also touching on the brushlands and openlands as well.  Focus on soil productivity issues and guidelines.



How Much to Leave?Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the guidelines and issues evolve around how much should we leave and how much should we remove from the site.  Whether the issue is soil productivity, biodiversity, wildlife management, visual sensitivity etc….



The following forest stand components 
are often considered as biomass
biomass harvesting guidelines recommend retaining some components

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this to relate to the audience our terminology for stand components, ALSO mention that main stem is of course missing from this diagram as a biomass component, but our guidelines consider bole as a forest product (highest and best use) and not considered as biomass. 



Wildlife Habitat and 
Biodiversity

Existing FMGs address 
wildlife and biodiversity
Biomass harvest has potential to remove 
greater amounts of snags, CWD, FWD….

Science identifies the importance of these 
components
Science is unclear as to how much - few studies 
have quantified the amounts needed to maintain 
populations, especially for FWD

Emulating natural disturbance may provide 
best guidance

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question – should I put this section in front of soils section so that I can introduce the retention of 33% is primarily for biodiversity but also is significant for soil productivity!!!!



Wildlife Habitat and 
Biodiversity -
Biomass Guidelines

Retain all snags & CWD
Avoid biomass harvest in leave tree clumps -
except tops & limbs normally removed
Retain approximately 1/3 of FWD on site by:

Retain and scatter tops and limbs from 
20% of trees harvested
Retain tops and limbs from incidental 
breakage (10-20%)

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See biomass guidelines for reasons behind the retention guidelines….



Soil Productivity

Manage physical impacts through:
Timing of activity, equipment management, managing 
infrastructure, avoiding rutting and compaction

Address nutrient concerns through conservation 
strategies including:

Slash retention on certain sites, species conversion, 
nutrient supplement (ash), rotation length

Existing guidelines:

Biomass harvesting introduces new potential for 
impacts: additional traffic, possible re-entry onto 
sites, and additional removal of soil nutrients

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soil productivity was one of the main topics that the team discussed during the development of the guidelines.  We have good guidelines in the existing Gold Standard which handle physical impacts and some nutrient impact very well, however biomass harvesting introduces some additional concerns that need to be addressed….



Soil Nutrients

Biomass harvesting removes more
nutrients from forest sites than conventional 
timber harvests

In general, Minnesota soils can tolerate large 
removals of biomass without harmful effects

However, not all soils are impacted the same.

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because biomass harvest has potential to remove more woody (organic) material from the site, there is potential to remove more nutrients as well.Some question here if I need this slide or if I can just go to graphic?????



Soil NutrientsForest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure represents relative amounts of nutrients removed with increasing biomass removal compared to natural nutrient inputs.  Scenarios are for harvest from the aspen-birch cover type, 50 year rotation, 20 cords pre-acre yield, on an average Minnesota forest soil.  It is a very general graphic – no numbers on the axis demonstrating the general nature of this graphic.  Simply trying to relate the relative removal of nutrients from a forest site related to biomass removal.See graphic on page 15 of biomass harvesting guidelinesA = Merchantable bole only harvest (to a 4’ top) B= Whole tree harvest (not including breakage and loss of tops and limbs that stay on the site)C=Whole tree with removal of and additional 50% of remaining tops and limbs from breakage etc. removedD= Whole tree with removal of ALL tops and limbs (Hoover)E= Scenario D plus removal of all dead logs on forest floor (CWD)F= Scenario E plus removal of all dead standing snagsG=  Scenario F plus removal of all brush on the site.Note that Scenario G, although above the line representing the natural nutrient replenishment or recruitment (rain and dust (wet & Dry) deposition….), is still much much lower than the nutrient capital of a typical Mn forest soil.



Soil Productivity - Guidelines
Avoid additional biomass harvest on:

Deep organic (ombrotrophic) sites
Aspen or hardwoods on shallow soils (<8”)

Caution on droughty sands and 8-20” soils
Do not remove forest floor (litter) or root system
< 3% of site in infrastructure
Avoid re-entry into general harvest area
Re-establish erosion control and rehabilitate 
infrastructure if re-entering on infrastructure

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the reminders at the beginning of each section to refer to general guidelines and timber harvesting guidelines, then in addition…..Note on caution for droughty sands and 8-20” is that we basically emphasis the importance of FWD, CWD, snags etc… for retaining nutrients and it is extra important here…..Avoid re-entry especially once regen has begun or has been planted.



Woody Biomass Harvesting on 
Brushlands and Open Lands

BogBrush Prairie

Shrub SwampOak Savanna

Brushlands 
and 
Open lands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.3 million acres of brushland in MNThese are Early success ional habitats that require periodic disturbance (fire) to maintainThere are Many species hat use or are dependant on brushland and open land habitatsBiomass harvest may provide a market for utilizing the woody biomass on these sites



Woody Biomass Harvesting on 
Brushlands and Open Lands

1.3 million acres of brushland in MN
Early successional habitats that require 
periodic disturbance (fire) to maintain
Many species use or are dependant on 
brushland and open land habitats
Biomass harvest may provide a market 
for utilizing the woody biomass on these 
sites

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



DNR Pays to Have Brushlands Mowed, 
Sheared, or Burned 

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



Woody Biomass Harvesting on 
Brushlands and Open Lands

A change of perspective is required to 
address the guidelines for brushlands 
and open lands

Structural stand components in forest 
sites hold less significance in 
brushlands and open lands

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an opportunity to discuss some of the basic differences between guidelines in forest sites and brushlands.  Most of these differences revolve around the desire to have open vistas in brushlands vs. desire for old forests with lots of vertical structure and old growth characteristics.  In brushlands this vertical structure could in some cases be undesirable for those species that live in the brushlands such as sharptail grouse looking for open spaces with few trees.Examples:Leave trees break up the open vistaSnags are potential raptor perchesCWD is typically not present in these ecosystems and is therefore not a concern



Let’s look at some detailsBrushlands 

and 

Open lands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will briefly go over these brushland guidelines, highlighting things that are unique or different than the forest management site guidelines



Soil Productivity
Similar issues as forest sites

Removing woody biomass removes 
nutrients
Operation of heavy equipment has 
potential physical impacts

Different harvest operations and rotation 
ages result in slightly different 
guidelines

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



Soil Productivity
Operate on frozen soils
Avoid rutting
Avoid shearing hummocks

Soil Nutrient Conservation
Much less research available on brushland nutrient budgets
Let a site’s inherent productivity guide the frequency of biomass harvest

As indicated by density and height of regeneration

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



Riparian Management Zones
Provide for a RMZ width of 50 feet from the 
stream course edge for all designated trout waters 
and Public Water Inventory water courses 
Manage vegetation composition within the 
RMZ appropriate to desired native plant 
community 
Avoid operation of heavy equipment within the 
RMZ of streams or shorelines of waterbodies. 

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



Riparian Management Zones
Brushland RMZ guidelines apply to 
RMZs in a brushland landscape

NOT 
brushy RMZs in a forest landscape

Brushlands 

and 

Open lands



Summary

Address the sustainable harvest of woody 
biomass while protecting soil productivity, 
water quality, wildlife habitat and biodiversity
Legislatively mandated
Collaborative – science based process
Public and Peer review
Printed in Jan 2008
Implementation training started April 08
Monitoring – 2009?
Incorporated into Minnesota’s Voluntary Site-
Level Forest Management Guidelines



Copies of guidelines available at 
www.frc.state.mn.us (look for Forest Management guidelines)

Dick Rossman
218-308-2371
dick.rossman@dnr.state.mn.us

http://www.frc.state.mn.us/


End



Silvicutural Examples

Examples of where biomass might or might not 
work to accomplish silvicultural objectives

Swamping
Artificial Regeneration
Browse Deterrent
Natural Regeneration
Bark Beetle Management
Thinning Stands

These are generalized examples intended to stimulate 
critical thinking – they are not guidelines

Forest 

Management 

Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delete for Roosevelt



Biomass Guideline Committee

Dick Rossman (DNR Forestry) (chair)
Dave Grigal (Professor Emeritus, Soil Science Department, 
Univ. of Minn.)
Bill Berguson (Program Director, NRRI)
Steve Merchant (DNR Wildlife)
Kurt Rusterholtz (DNR Eco-Services) 
John Thompson / Dan McCourtney(St. Louis county)
Steve Olson (Fond-Du-Lac forestry)
Erv Berglund (retired Hydrologist)
Tom McCabe (McCabe Forest Products)
Barb Luelling (Superior National Forest)
Patrick Orent (Ainsworth Engineered)
Bill Berg (retired DNR & Sharptail Grouse Society)

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could be taken out – folks really don’t need to see who developed the guidelines.This is a list of the committee members that developed the biomass harvesting guidelines.  Either credit or blame however you see it!



Re-entry into Harvest Sites To 
Retrieve Biomass

Avoid re-entry into the general harvest 
area of a site once regeneration has 
begun or planting has been completed

If needed restrict traffic to infrastructure

Re- establish erosion control measures
on roads and landings

Forest 

Management 

Sites
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